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ABSTRACT
Existing crypto-based Private Information Retrieval (PIR)
schemes are either limited in the set of queries they can perform, or have prohibitively large performance overheads in
making query comparisons. On the other hand, most previous tamper-resistant hardware schemes can support more
general queries and have lower performance overheads, but
need to trust that the query program will not leak information about the user query.
We introduce Stream-Ascend in this paper, a processor that executes complex stream queries securely even if
the query matching program is not trusted and would leak
the query when executed on conventional secure processors.
Stream-Ascend is based on Ascend, a recently-proposed
tamper-resistant processor for untrusted programs. Directly
applying Ascend to the PIR setting would result in significant inefficiency; Stream-Ascend is architected to support a
streaming model of computation where each record is processed exactly once. Stream-Ascend is significantly more
efficient than Ascend because its performance depends only
on the working set of the application, not the length of the
stream as in Ascend. Simulation results show that the performance overhead of Stream-Ascend relative to an insecure
and idealized baseline processor is only 32.6%, 11%, and
13.5% for a set of streaming benchmarks.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Private Information Retrieval (PIR) [9] is an important
technique that allows a user to retrieve data from an untrusted server without the server being able to tell what data
the user is interested in. In one setting, a cloud server maintains a huge amount of unencrypted data and has made this
data accessible to many users as a service. Remote users,
running on computationally limited (mobile) devices, send
queries to the server with individual and private query criteria. The server’s job is to run a query program, which could
be supplied by the user, a third party or by the server itself,
and return to the user data records that “match” the user’s
query. At the same time, the server should not be able to
discover anything about the user’s query, which is an input
to the query program. The query could be a combination
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of keywords to be searched for in webpages, or may be an
image with an associated closeness metric to other images.
PIR is useful in many settings. Queries on certain types
of patents may reveal the confidential research projects of a
company. In a map database, frequent queries to a particular geographical region may indicate the drilling location
of an oil company. In both settings, if the untrusted server
somehow figures out the access pattern of the user’s query,
crucial information will be leaked which may result in the
company incurring losses. To achieve PIR, the memory access pattern induced by the query when the query program
is run needs to be hidden.
Due to the importance of PIR, it has been the subject
of considerable research attention from the cryptography
and security communities. Two main approaches to solve
PIR have appeared in literature: crypto-based and tamperresistant hardware. Crypto-based solutions do not require
any secure hardware, instead, cryptography (e.g., Fully Homomorphic Encryption [30, 15]) is used to theoretically
guarantee that whatever the server does, it cannot learn
the user’s access patterns. Crypto-based approaches either
suffer from significant performance degradation or sacrifice
generality of queries to achieve efficiency (cf. Section 2).
On the other hand, tamper-resistant hardware has been
proposed as a solution to PIR (e.g., [18, 36]). In this approach, a certain piece of hardware is trusted by the user,
e.g., a secure coprocessor. The user will directly set up a
secure channel with the trusted coprocessor and run the
queries on it. This approach usually has better performance
than crypto-based approaches for general queries. The major limitation of prior proposals is that the query program
running on the coprocessor has to be trusted to not leak
information through its interaction with main memory (or
disk). This assumption seldom holds, especially when the
untrusted server specifies the query program.
Ascend [14] is a recently-proposed processor that is capable of running untrusted programs while still being secure
against software attacks. Ascend uses a two-interactive protocol where the user specifies the time T that a program runs
for; Ascend will always run for time T before it returns the final result. This protocol limits the information leaked to just
the estimated program execution time.1 Ascend uses Oblivious RAM (ORAM, introduced in Section 3.2) to obfuscate
memory access patterns. However, performance overhead
increases with the ORAM size, which in turn grows with
the number of data records searched.
1
The untrusted server will be able to estimate program execution time for the user data; this has be shown to be the
optimal leakage [13].

In the literature, PIR typically follows a stream model of
computation. That is, the server streams each data record to
a query program which compares the data record to the user
query. For each query, the program should process each data
record exactly once, otherwise, the untrusted server knows
that the query is only interested in a subset of the data and
information is leaked.
In this paper, we make crucial modifications to the
previously-proposed Ascend architecture to implement a
practical PIR system – Stream-Ascend. Since StreamAscend preserves privacy even under untrusted programs
(and by extension prevents attacks stemming from querydependent memory access patterns), it significantly improves the generality of previous tamper-resistant hardware
approaches which can only run trusted programs. Furthermore, by making the input data streaming rate public and
static, Stream-Ascend does not leak the dynamism in the
streaming rate. This aspect is more secure than even crypto
PIR because in crypto PIR, the rate of queries to the server
leaks. To remove the overhead of ORAM in Ascend (Section 3), we made a key observation that only the working
set of the currently processed record needs to be stored in
ORAM. This significantly reduces both ORAM capacity requirement and the number of ORAM accesses.
In particular, we make the following contributions:
• We present an architecture and execution model for
Stream-Ascend. Our design makes minimal hardware
modifications to Ascend. To the best of our knowledge,
Stream-Ascend is the first tamper-resistant hardwarebased PIR system that efficiently supports complex
streaming queries while allowing untrusted query programs.
• By adopting a streaming model and exploiting the fact
that a query’s working set will likely fit in on-chip
cache, the performance bottleneck of ORAM is largely
avoided.2 Simulation results show that Stream-Ascend
only imposes less than 32.6% performance overhead
relative to an insecure baseline system.
• We modify the two-interactive protocol in Ascend to
better fit the PIR setting. Instead of specifying the
program running time T , the protocol specifies the rate
at which records are streamed into the processor. After the execution, Stream-Ascend returns the top M
records that best match the query criteria. We also
describe a simple, secure way of estimating the stream
rate that results in records being dropped with low
probability.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes related work. Section 3 presents the necessary details of the Ascend processor on which Stream-Ascend is
based. Section 4 describes Stream-Ascend. Section 5 evaluates Stream-Ascend with respect to baseline systems. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2.

RELATED WORK

The two primary areas of related work are crypto-PIR
techniques and tamper-resistant hardware schemes. We also
briefly describe work in securing databases.

2.1

Crypto-Based Approaches

Most work on crypto-based PIR is based on homomorphic
encryption schemes [20, 8, 22, 5, 26, 7]. With homomorphic
2

Security is not compromised if the working set spills out of
cache, thanks to ORAM.

encryption, the server performs computation between the
user’s query and unencrypted records without ever decrypting the user’s query. The query program is implemented as
a circuit made up of homomorphic operations. The search
process then follows the stream model: for every unstructured data record, the server sends the query program the
user’s encrypted query, the record itself, and an encrypted
buffer used to store matches (the keep buffer ). The output
of this computation is a new encrypted (and possibly updated) keep buffer. The encryption scheme must make it
impossible for the server to tell whether the new keep buffer
was updated. For instance, with homomorphic encryption,
the output of any homomorphic circuit is encrypted using
a probabilistic encryption scheme which changes the keep
buffer’s bits regardless of whether it was logically updated.
Important issues for homomorphic encryption-based PIR
schemes are how many different types of Boolean queries
they can support and their performance. Several previous
works have used additive homomorphic cryptosystems [27,
11] as an underlying primitive, thus supporting only OR
queries on a set of keywords (e.g., [20, 8, 22, 5]). While some
generalizations have been made (e.g., [26] uses [7] to do a single AND on two sets of OR keywords), they are still quite
limited in the types of queries that they can support and
cannot implement more complex applications such as image
matching. Recently, the first Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE) [30] technique was introduced [15]. With FHE, a
stream-style algorithm can now handle user queries of arbitrary complexity. Unfortunately, FHE currently incurs huge
overheads, about a billion times slowdown for straight-line
code, and this overhead increases significantly with more
complex filtering algorithms.

2.2

Tamper-Resistant Hardware Approaches

Motivated by the limitations in homomorphic encryptionbased PIR techniques, another candidate paradigm for performing general searches over large sources of unstructured
data is tamper-resistant hardware [18, 21, 36, 14, 37, 33].
In this setting, the query program and private user query
are run inside a secure hardware compartment (typically a
tamper-resistant processor chip or board) on the server side
that protects the user’s private data while it is being computed upon.
Outside of [14], previous work assumes that the query
program is such that an adversary learns nothing about the
user’s query from the traffic on the processor’s pins. This
requires that the offchip memory access sequence of a query
is independent of the query program’s input data. The user
has to check that the query program is written in such a way
so as to not leak any information. A malicious query program can easily leak information about the query through
memory traffic in [21, 36], for example.
Tamper-resistant hardware must implement schemes to
prevent information leakage from physical and software attacks. A physical attack usually requires physical access to
the tamper-resistant hardware: e.g., an attacker can induce
a hardware fault [6] to change program behavior by tampering with the hardware’s power pins, or passively monitor
the hardware’s power consumption [19], or listen for EM/RF
emissions [2]. For example, a malicious insider may monitor
a tamper-resistant processor’s power consumption to learn
how frequently it is using its cache, which may indicate that
the keep buffer has just been updated. Software attacks, on
the other hand, are mounted by a malicious piece of software

and the attacker need not be present. Information can be
leaked when a malicious process shares physical resources
with the user process [38] or when the user process itself
is subverted through a code injection attack. For example,
a malicious sniffer program may try to learn if a particular location in external memory (DRAM) has been updated
by constantly polling that location. Software attacks are a
more pressing concern in a cloud server setting: they can
be launched without physical access to the server racks and
against many user processes without much additional effort
on the part of the attacker. Thus, we will focus on protecting
against software-based attacks for the rest of the paper.

2.3

Secure Databases

Previous works on securing databases ([3, 4]) have proposed using trusted hardware to compute critical stages in
query processing. [3] uses a trusted FPGA to do standard
database operations (e.g., filter, join, aggregate etc.) over
encrypted data. This line of work has two main limitations:
First, the type of queries supported is very limited. Second,
though the data a certain query operates on is encrypted,
the type of the query is leaked to the untrusted server.

3.

ASCEND

A recently proposed tamper-resistant hardware processor,
called Ascend [14], is designed to protect against softwarebased attacks when running untrusted batch programs. Ascend is a single-chip coprocessor that runs on the server-side.
In this section, we describe Ascend and discuss some of its
drawbacks when used in the PIR setting.

3.1

Ascend Architecture

Oblivious-RAM (ORAM) [16, 25, 17, 31, 35] is one of the
most important building blocks in Ascend. ORAM prevents
any leakage on a program’s memory access pattern. That
is, an adversary should not be able to tell (a) whether a
given memory request is a read or write, (b) which location
in memory is accessed, or (c) what data is read/written to
that location.
In the original proposal, Ascend used a recent construction
called Path ORAM [34] for its practical performance and
simplicity. We note that Ascend can be built on top of
other ORAMs, and we experiment with Path ORAM and
the ORAM of [31] in Section 5. We defer Path ORAM’s
detailed operation to Appendix A, but summarize points
relevant to this paper below.
Path ORAM is composed of two parts—an external (untrusted) memory and a trusted ORAM interface. The
ORAM interface is trusted, and built internal to Ascend
in the same way as a conventional memory controller. The
ORAM interface maintains a data structure that maps each
program data block to a set of random locations in external
memory, and the data block is guaranteed to be in one of the
these locations. The number of locations in the set grows
poly logarithmically with the size of the memory. (For the
rest of the paper, a block is synonymous to a processor cache
block). Each data block is stored in the external memory as
a 3-tuple (address, data, ORAM bookkeeping information)
that is encrypted under the user’s session key.
When the program makes an address request to the
ORAM interface, the ORAM interface converts the program
address into the sequence of random addresses, which are
then accessed and re-randomized.5 To orient the reader, a
representative insecure system can access a 128-byte block
of program data in DRAM in 100 cycles and only needs to
touch the block of interest. Path ORAM, on the other hand,
must touch hundreds of data blocks to retrieve the 128-byte
block (assuming a Path ORAM optimized for secure processors as in [28]). One can approximate the set of touched
blocks as a random set of blocks in DRAM—a representative
cycle latency per access from [28] is 3752 processor cycles.

Ascend was designed for batch computation, where all the
program data must be present in the main memory after initialization. The key idea to guarantee privacy is obfuscated
program execution in hardware; to evaluate an arbitrary instruction, Ascend gives off the signature of having evaluated any possible instruction. In particular, for an arbitrary
batch program P (the query program in our setting), any
two encrypted inputs x and x0 (the user’s private query),
and any two sets of public data y and y 0 (the server’s data
stream), Ascend guarantees that from the perspective of the
chip’s input/output (I/O) pins P (x, y) is indistinguishable
from P (x0 , y 0 ), therefore satisfying the criterion for oblivious
computation [17].
To get this level of security, Ascend (a) encrypts all
data sent over its I/O pins using dedicated/internal cryptoprocessors,3 (b) obfuscates the address going off-chip using Oblivious-RAM (ORAM), and (c) accesses ORAM at
fixed and public intervals to obfuscate when an request is
made.4 ORAM (details explained in Section 3.2) is conceptually a DRAM whose contents are encrypted and shuffled
data blocks. It hides program memory address patterns as
well as the data read from or written to memory. If the program has no outstanding request to ORAM when the public
interval arrives, a non-blocking dummy request is made instead.

Ascend uses a two-interactive protocol (shown in Figure 1
(left)) to securely interact with users. First, the user chooses
a secret session (symmetric) key K, encrypts it with Ascend’s public key and sends it to Ascend. Second, the user
sends its encrypted private inputs encryptK (x), a public
running time T and a public number of bytes to include
in the final result R. The server then sends encryptK (x),
T , R, a public access interval for the ORAM (ORAMint 6 ),
an (untrusted) program P of the server’s choice, and public data y to an Ascend chip (initialization step). Ascend then runs for T time (execution step) and produces
zf inal = encryptK (P (x, y)) if T was sufficient to complete P
given x and y, else zint = encryptK (“did not f inish00 ) where
|zf inal | = |zint | = R (termination step). During execution, the program P owns the entire Ascend chip—Ascend
currently supports a single user running a single thread at a
time.

3.2

3.4

3

Oblivious-RAM

[14] assumes AES.
The proposal in [14] also introduces schemes to protect
against power analysis attacks on the power pins, but since
power analysis is a physical attack, we will not use those
schemes in this paper.
4

3.3

5

User-Ascend Interaction

Ascend Security Model

I.e., the set of random addresses must be re-randomized
to make accessing the same location twice indistinguishable
from any other access pattern. See Appendix A.
6
I.e., Ascend makes an ORAM request once every ORAMint
clock cycles after the prior request completes.

1 Key exchange between user and
Ascend (User and Ascend know key K)
2 Time 0: P, T, R, ORAMint, encryptK(x), y
3

Batch
Ascend chip
(stores key K)

2 Time 0: P, D, R, ORAMint, encryptK(x)
3

ORAM pins (obfuscated
memory address, data,
request types) accessed
every ORAMint cycles

ORAM
(~100 TB)

Server

4 Time T: z = encryptK(result) where |z| = R

Data every
STREAMint
cycles

(stores key K)

ORAM pins, accessed
every ORAMint cycles

ORAM
(<16 GB
DRAM)

4 After D records are streamed: z = encryptK(result) where |z| = R

Batch Ascend (prior work)
5

Stream
Ascend chip

Stream Ascend (this paper)
User decrypts result z using K,
Ascend chip resets

Figure 1: The two-interactive protocol for Ascend (left) and Stream-Ascend (right), assuming a stream
computation over 100 Terabytes of unstructured data. Bold symbols indicate differences. Symbols are
explained in Section 3.3.

Qualitatively, Ascend defeats software attacks for the following reasons. While running, a single thread owned by one
user owns the entire Ascend chip. Thus, no attacks regarding resource sharing on-chip are possible (e.g., [38]). During
the initialization step, the server may corrupt or send an Ascend chip incorrect encryptK (x), T , R, ORAMint , P , or y.
Regardless, Ascend will run for exactly T time and output
exactly R bytes. During the execution step, Ascend interacts
solely with ORAM every ORAMint cycles, which is public
and does not leak information. In each ORAM access, the
address, data, and the operation (whether it is a load or
store) are hidden due to the ORAM primitive (Section 3.2).
Thus, sending Ascend a fake encryptK (x), T, R, P , or y does
not reveal any information about the private input x.
Tampering with bits in ORAM. Since ORAM is
stored in main memory, external to the Ascend chip, an
adversary may try to change bits in the ORAM to influence
program execution. Such attackers can be thwarted using
integrity verification for external memory. Integrity trees to
detect external memory bit tampering can be implemented
as in Aegis [36]. [28] describes a more efficient way to integrate Merkle trees with Path ORAM.

3.5

Ascend Limitations for PIR

Ascend was shown to have reasonable overheads (≈ 5×)
for batch applications, i.e., SPEC benchmarks. However,
Ascend cannot be directly applied to PIR applications, for
reasons described in the next section.

3.5.1

ORAM scalability

To get reasonable performance overhead, Ascend limits
its ORAM’s capacity to fit in external DRAM. However,
private queries in the PIR setting will be processing tens to
hundreds of Terabytes of unstructured data, for potentially
many users, per run. Since such large data sets do not fit
in DRAM, ORAM would be implemented over both DRAM
and disk. Such a huge “Oblivious disk” is impractical in an
Ascend context for the following two reasons.
The first reason is large ORAM latency and low
throughput. Take Path ORAM as an example. Suppose
we need a 100 TB disk with a 128-byte block size. To ac-

cess such a block in an insecure setting, a single request is
made to disk. However, to access the same 128-byte block
in Path ORAM, Ascend must touch ∼ 660 blocks, plus some
additional storage used for ORAM bookkeeping information. Though small chunks of blocks (e.g., 4 blocks) can
be grouped together in Path ORAM—decreasing the effective number of disk accesses down to ∼ 165, each access still
turns into hundreds of accesses to random locations over
many disks.
The second reason is storage overhead. All data in Ascend’s ORAM must be encrypted with a single user’s session
key (Section 3.2). In the PIR setting, this means we have to
copy terabytes of public data for each user, encrypted with
each user’s session key. Such data replication is not tenable
for a large number of users. Even for a single user, upon
receiving the first query, the server needs to allocate enough
disk space for Oblivious disk required by the query, and initialize it with terabytes of public data. The initialization
alone would take a considerable amount of time.
Previous work proposed parallelizing ORAM operations
with coprocessors in data centers [23]. In their approach,
a single ORAM is encrypted using a key not owned by any
particular user and users interact with ORAM with per-user
keys. Though their approach eliminates data replication,
each user has to now trust all coprocessors as opposed to a
single Ascend chip. And parallel operations only reduce latency; each ORAM access still requires 165 disk read/writes.
In addition, having hundreds of coprocessors and hard disks
working in parallel is itself expensive.

3.5.2

Two-Interactive Protocol

As described in Section 3.3, Ascend uses a two-interactive
protocol to process users’ queries: The user specifies execution time T , Ascend runs for exactly T time and returns
final results (if the program terminates) or returns a “did not
finish” flag. While this protocol works well for batch applications where intermediate results are usually meaningless,
this is not true for PIR applications. In PIR, the server can
always return the top M matching records among all the
records it has already processed. The longer the program
runs, the higher the quality of the M records, but intermediate results are meaningful. Ascend’s two-interactive pro-

tocol fails to capture this feature since it always returns the
“did not finish” flag if the program has not finished yet.

4.

STREAM ASCEND

We propose Stream-Ascend to address the downside of
Ascend on PIR applications. In this section, we present
the key ideas of Stream-Ascend and illustrate how StreamAscend improves Batch-Ascend in the PIR setting. (We
refer to the original Ascend proposal as Batch-Ascend in this
section). Then, Stream-Ascend’s architecture is discussed in
detail.

shrinks the ORAM size down to a practical number. However, ORAM latency even for practical-size ORAMs is quite
large compared to an insecure DRAM (Section 3.2). We observe that using on-chip caches, we can virtually eliminate
performance degradation due to ORAM latency, provided
working set mostly fits in on-chip cache. The existence of
an ORAM interface means that Stream-Ascend can handle
spilling gracefully.
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4.1

Stream-Ascend uses three key insights to overcome the
shortcomings of Batch-Ascend in the PIR setting, as is discussed below.

4.1.1

Stream Public Data at Intervals

A primary bottleneck in Batch-Ascend in the PIR setting
is that it requires a multi-terabyte ORAM to hold the public
data in order to obfuscate the access pattern to that data.
One key observation is that in PIR, the access pattern to
records is public: records are always scanned one-by-one.
Such a public access pattern does not need to be hidden
by ORAM. Furthermore, each record is only processed once
and never accessed again. Based on these observations, we
propose streaming all public unencrypted data into Ascend
chip at a public rate which is controlled by the server. Ascend processes the stream of data records and only stores
the top M matches in its ORAM. The ORAM only needs to
accommodate the working set of the query program (which
may depend on the record size) and the M matches. The
ORAM will be much smaller than the whole dataset. If a
record is not one of the M best matches so far, it is simply
discarded after being processed. In this way, Stream-Ascend
requires a significantly smaller ORAM than Batch-Ascend.
In Stream-Ascend, the user specifies the ST REAMint parameter which is the minimum number of cycles between two
words being streamed in by the server. The server is allowed
to stream data into Stream-Ascend at any interval larger
than ST REAMint . For security reasons, Stream-Ascend
never sends any signal to the server indicating whether the
stream is coming too quickly or slowly (i.e., no back-pressure
mechanisms). The system will perform well if ST REAMint
is close to the true average processing time per word per
record. If ST REAMint is set too low, records may be lost
because Ascend does not have enough time to process each
record; if too high, Ascend will “wait” for the stream and performance will suffer. In all cases, Stream-Ascend does not
leak any information apart from ST REAMint . We argue
that this leaks the same amount of information as execution
time T in Batch-Ascend. Since the public dataset size is
public, the equivalent execution time can be calculated as
dataset size/ST REAMint . Thus ST REAMint and T are
exposing exactly the same information in different ways.
Several design issues arise as data is streamed in at server
controlled public intervals. For example, an efficient mechanism is required to determine ST REAMint (cf. Section
4.6). Also, hardware support needs to be added to handle
data streaming without extra information leakage (cf. Section 4.2).

4.1.2

Working Set Usually Fits in Cache

With the above optimization, Stream-Ascend successfully
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Figure 2: Input data size vs. working set size over
time for the DocDist benchmark.
Figure 2 illustrates these observations for the DocDist
benchmark. The total streamed-in data size increases linearly with time. But since we only process one record at a
time, the working set of Stream-Ascend is limited. Records
in the keep buffer are not part of the working set for the
following reason. After processing one record, we only need
to compare its score with the scores of the top M matching
records in order to determine whether the processed record
is kept or not. Thus, only scores and pointers to records
need to be stored in cache. The working set is roughly M
scores and pointers plus the memory required to process a
single record. If the working set fits in on-chip cache, ORAM
will be rarely accessed. In this case, the ORAM latency bottleneck is largely avoided.

4.1.3

Enhanced Two-Interactive Protocol

The improved two-interactive protocol for Stream-Ascend
is shown in Figure 1 (right). Similar to the two-interactive
protocol in Batch-Ascend, the user sends the query to the
Ascend chip which processes data streamed in from the
server (the streaming rate—ST REAMint is discussed in
Section 4.6). However, instead of sending back the final results or a “did not finish” flag after time T , Stream-Ascend
sends to the user the intermediate results after streaming in
D records. Intermediate results contain the top M matching records so far. These are meaningful results to the user
though the quality may be worse than the final results when
all data has been streamed in and processed.

4.2

Architecture Overview

Starting from Batch-Ascend, we designed Stream-Ascend
with three goals listed below:
1. Minimize the number of ORAM accesses. Accessing a
4 GB ORAM costs thousands of cycles—much slower
than accessing a conventional DRAM. Further, accessing ORAM at a strict public interval can up to double
this access latency.7 Therefore, we would like to minimize ORAM accesses as much as possible in StreamAscend.
7

If the application suddenly needs ORAM right after a
dummy request begins, for example.

2. Minimize record loss. A key difference between BatchAscend and Stream-Ascend over large data sets is that,
for security reasons, Stream-Ascend must receive data
from the server at a user data-independent rate (Section 4.1.1). Thus, we get a rate matching problem:
the fastest input rate is constant yet the processing
rate (how quickly Ascend processes each data record)
varies. To avoid record loss, Stream-Ascend should
buffer unprocessed records in cache and (only if necessary) in ORAM.
3. Minimize the hardware modifications that need to be
made to Batch-Ascend.
The overall architecture of Stream-Ascend is shown in Figure 3. Two main hardware mechanisms are added to BatchAscend [14] to support streaming: a Front End FIFO and
multithreading.
Data stream (4 bytes every STREAMint cycles)

Stream-Ascend chip

Front end FIFO

Pipeline

1
Input thread
Application thread
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2

3

5

Bottleneck:
Query
processing

4

d4
d3
d1

Pending list

6

More recently used

Code cache

d5

Free
list

Keep buffer
Query program working set

ORAM Interface
ORAM Bandwidth: 26 MB/s

Bottleneck:
ORAM
bandwidth

(3752 cycle access, starts ORAMint cycles after last access)

Path ORAM Tree (< 16 GB of DRAM)

Figure 3: The Stream-Ascend architecture. Dotted arrows indicate to what structures each thread
reads/writes to (see Section 4.4). ORAM bandwidth
assumes the ORAM configuration in [14] (16 GB
ORAM capacity, 128-byte cache lines, 1 GHz processor clock).
The Front End FIFO (FEF) is a dedicated hardware
FIFO that receives data from the server. It serves as a
synchronization buffer between Stream-Ascend’s processing
pipeline and the data stream.
We add multithreading support to Ascend so that it
can concurrently move data from the FEF and run query
programs. Stream-Ascend has two threads: the input thread
and the application thread. The Input thread moves data
from the FEF to a software data structure. The Application thread runs the user’s private query program on the
data records (that have been moved to memory by the input thread).

The application thread and the input thread communicate
through three software structures: a free list, a pending list,
and a keep buffer. The free list contains the empty memory
blocks that can be used for storing data records. The pending list and keep buffer borrow blocks from the free list when
they need them, and return blocks that are no longer used
back to the free list. The input thread reads data from the
FEF and puts it into the pending list, which is then read
and processed by the application thread. After the application thread processes a record, if the record turns out to
be one of top M matching records so far, it is stored in the
keep buffer (which is also what the user gets from Ascend
in the end, see Section 2.1). Otherwise, the record would be
discarded and corresponding memory blocks are returned to
the free list.8 Initially, the free list contains all the available
blocks, and the pending list and keep buffer are empty.
The pending list and the free list together form the
software buffer of Stream-Ascend: data from the FEF is
streamed into blocks in the free list (write into software
buffer) and read out through the pending list (read from
software buffer) by the query program. The free list’s capacity is the software buffer size: if data records in the stream
have a high variance in query processing time, the software
buffer depth will have to be larger to avoid overflow.

4.3

The Front End FIFO

The FEF serves as a synchronization buffer between
Stream-Ascend and the server. Every ST REAMint cycles, 4
bytes (implementation-dependent but chosen to match the
MIPS ISA word width) of data are streamed in from the
server to the FEF via Ascend’s external pins (Figure 3, 1 ).
The FEF will always accept these bytes in the same way observed by the server, though internally Stream-Ascend may
decide to keep or discard these bytes. The program running within Stream-Ascend can read the FEF at any time,
by loading a special memory address (i.e., a memory map).
But the server should never be able to find out how full the
FEF is, or if it has overflowed.
To be implementable in hardware, the FEF should be very
small (∼ 1 KB in our evaluation). The FEF is not meant to
handle significant noise in record processing time, but rather
to tolerate small-scale noise that is inherent in the processor
such as last-level cache misses.
The FEF can overflow and drop incoming data due to
different reasons, e.g., ST REAMint is set too low, the input thread does not get enough cycles on the pipeline, or
it runs out of available data blocks (the free list becomes
empty). When the FEF overflows, the entire (incomplete)
record should be discarded. In this case, the FEF no longer
stores the remaining portion of the damaged data record as
it gets streamed in. It also sets a flag on the memory map
to notify the input thread of the overflow.

4.4

Multi-threading

Stream-Ascend uses hardware multi-threading similar to
conventional processors. Each thread has its own register
file and program counter (PC), and shares the core pipeline,
all the on-chip caches and the main memory. At any time,
only one thread occupies the pipeline, and it can be swapped
out for the other at cycle granularity (similar to fine/coarsegrained multi-threading; the operating system is not involved). We note that the server never sees the state of
8

E.g., by re-assigning pointers between the keep buffer,
pending list and free list.

any thread in plaintext at any point, which mitigates (for
example) cache timing attacks [38].

4.4.1

The Input Thread

The input thread (when active) adds entries from the FEF
to the pending list. It requests from the free list as many
blocks as an entry needs ( 2 ). When an entry is completely
streamed in, the data blocks associated with the entry are
attached to the pending list and the entry is marked as ready
( 3 ).
In the case of the FEF overflowing, the input thread
throws away any portion of the broken record it has buffered
so far, and returns the associated blocks to the free list. Data
in the FEF belonging to the broken records should also be
thrown away.

4.4.2

The Application Thread

The application thread (when active) reads one entry from
the pending list ( 4 ) and runs the user’s query on that entry
( 5 ). After the processing finishes, the application thread
either moves the entry to the keep buffer (if it decides to
keep the record, 6 ) or back to the free list (otherwise, 7 ).
If the keep buffer is already full, the lowest-scoring entry in
the keep buffer is kicked out, and the corresponding memory
blocks are returned to the free list.

a high probability of being processed by the query program
before being evicted from the on-chip caches. As a comparison, if these lists are implemented in FIFOs, the first record
inserted into the FIFO is more likely to have been evicted
to the ORAM. In the worst case, all records would have to
be pushed to and then pulled from ORAM. A stack-based
implementation considerably reduces the number of ORAM
accesses.
Since the free list and pending list are manipulated
by both the input thread and application thread, stack
push/pop operations can cause race conditions. In this paper, we do not assume hardware support for locks. Instead,
we use lock-free stack designs. Specifically, we always push
elements to the top of the stack, and pop the second top
element from the stack. The second element has typically
been pushed onto the stack recently and thus is likely to still
be in on-chip cache.

Which thread owns the execution pipeline during any particular cycle is determined through both hardware and software mechanisms. These mechanisms are crucial to efficiency.
Hardware-triggered thread swapping is performed
in two circumstances. First, any thread is swapped out in
the case of a last-level cache miss. Last-level cache misses
need to wait for an ORAM access to complete, which is typically thousands of cycles. Executing other threads instead
of waiting can hide this latency to some extent.
Second, the input thread is swapped onto the pipeline
when the FEF occupancy reaches a certain threshold and
the freelist is not empty. This strategy is important to minimize FEF overflow with a small FEF. Without this strategy, for instance, if the application thread never incurs a
last-level cache miss and always owns the pipeline, the FEF
will eventually overflow.
Note that since the free list is a software structure,
Stream-Ascend must be made aware of when it becomes
empty. We assume a memory map-accessible register which
is set by the Input thread (which generally takes memory
blocks away from free list) and cleared by the Application
thread (which returns blocks back to free list).
Software-triggered thread swapping puts the input
thread or the application thread explicitly to sleep if they
cannot make forward progress. The input thread goes to
sleep if the free list runs out of memory blocks or if the FEF
is empty. The application thread goes to sleep if the pending
list is empty, which means there is no record to process.

Estimate ST REAMint
ST REAMint is an important parameter in StreamAscend for rate matching. If data is streamed in faster
than the processing speed, records will be dropped due to
FEF overflow. If data is streamed in too slow, the processor
will be idle most of the time waiting for input and performance overhead will increase. It is important to discover
the threshold stream interval T HRESHint when StreamAscend starts to drop records. As long as ST REAMint
is larger than T HRESHint , no records will be dropped.
In order to estimate T HRESHint , we can set up a precomputation phase to run Ascend on some sampled data
records. The pre-computation phase works in the same way
as batch-Ascend as described below.
Upon receiving the program from the user, the server first
generates a set of sampled records from the entire input
data. These records are fed into the Ascend chip and Ascend
runs for a fixed and public T and computes the average
time Texe to process each word in the input. There are
two major sources of overhead that may result in a larger
cycles per word in the actual processing than Texe in the
pre-computation. One is the overhead of the input thread.
The other is that data is streamed in at fixed intervals.
To deal with the first issue, Ascend can estimate the
performance overhead of the input thread for each record
(Tinput ). This overhead depends on the implementation of
the input thread. In our implementation, Tinput is approximately 240 cycles/word. With regard to the second issue,
since a software buffer is used in Stream-Ascend between
input and application threads, periodic input only weakly
affects performance.
Ascend encrypts and sends Ttotal = Texe + Tinput back to
the user. To reduce the probability of record loss, the user
can add a safety margin x and set ST REAMint = Ttotal ×
(1 + x). The user then sends ST REAMint to the server.
After such interaction, ST REAMint is the only information
revealed to the server. Texe , Tinput , Ttotal are not revealed
to the server.

4.5

4.7

4.4.3

Thread Swapping

Data Locality Optimizations

In Stream-Ascend, memory allocation is explicitly managed instead of using system calls (e.g., malloc() and
f ree()). The consideration is that system calls are generally
expensive and lack locality. In order to improve locality and
reduce off-chip traffic, we organize both the free list and the
pending list as stacks (as opposed to FIFOs). That is, when
a new record is buffered and added to the pending list, it has

4.6

Application Software Knobs

So far, we have assumed that Stream-Ascend takes a
fixed amount of time to process a particular data record.
When ST REAMint is set too small, some records have to
be dropped due to the rate matching problem. However, we
can also shrink the amount of time to process a single record
when the software buffer becomes too full by using software
knobs to control the complexity of the program online. Such

Table 1: Microarchitecture for baseline and StreamAscend variants. On a cache miss, the processor
incurs the cache hit plus miss latency.
Core model: in order, single issue
Cycles per Arith/Mult/Div instr
1/4/12
Cycles per FP Arith/Mult/Div instr 2/4/10
Memory
L1 I/D Cache
32 KB, 4-way
L1 I/D Cache hit+miss latencies
1+0/2+1
L2 Unified/Inclusive L2 Cache
1 MB, 16-way
L2 hit+miss latencies
10+Mlatency
Cache block size
128 bytes
ORAM Capacity
4G
DRAM latency
100 cycles
Path ORAM latency
3752 cycles
Application: input data size
Document matching
26.5 MB
DNA sequence matching
6 MB
Image Retrieval
15.5 MB
software knobs may be specified by the user and are changed
dynamically depending on the status of Stream-Ascend (e.g.,
free list size).
In the CBIR application (cf. Section 5.2.3), for example,
the program can tune the number of octaves or the number
of levels per octave in order to control the complexity of
the algorithm. The higher these parameters are, the larger
the processing time, thereby requiring larger ST REAMint .
Software knobs sacrifice the quality of matching results for
some images, but may significantly reduce the record drop
rate.

5.

EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate three applications (document
matching, DNA sequence matching and content-based image
retrieval) on Stream-Ascend and a baseline insecure coprocessor.

5.1

Methodology

All experiments are carried out with a cycle-level simulator based on the public domain SESC [29] simulator that
uses the MIPS ISA. Instruction/memory address traces are
first generated through SESC’s rabbit (fast forward) mode
and then fed into a timing model that represents a processor chip. Simulations are run until the entire data set is
streamed through the simulator (which takes between 4 billion to 100 billion instructions depending on the benchmark
and the dataset).

5.1.1

Comparison Points

We compare the following systems (all of which have the
same on-chip microarchitecture, given in Table 1):
Stream-Ascend: The Stream-Ascend proposal described in Section 4. ST REAMint and free list capacities
are varied throughout the evaluation (depending on these
values, Stream-Ascend may lose data records due to FEF
overflow). ORAM capacity is set to 4 GB and access latency (Mlatency in Table 1) is set to 3752 cycles (using the
model in [28]) and ORAMint = 1100 cycles. As discussed
in Section 4.1.1, only the working set for one record and the
M top matching records need to be stored in the ORAM,
which consumes a small amount of memory. We assume a
large (and therefore slower) ORAM (4 GB) to be conservative: more ORAM capacity means more space for the free

list.
Oracle-Ascend: An idealized Stream-Ascend design
that implements the free/pending lists and keep buffer in
magic hardware. Pending list capacity is infinite and initially contains the entire data stream, meaning that the Input thread is never active and that the Application thread
can move through the stream at its own rate instead of the
fixed STREAMint rate (and will therefore never incur record
loss). Accessing a word in the pending list costs a single cycle always. ORAM parameters are the same as with StreamAscend. Compared to Stream-Ascend, this system removes
the overhead of input thread and the overhead resulting from
data streaming in at intervals.
Oracle-baseline:
An idealized insecure processor.
Oracle-Baseline is the same as Oracle-Ascend except that
Mlatency is set to 108 cycles (conventional DRAM latency)
and memory requests are serviced as soon as they are made
(i.e., not set to intervals). This system models an insecure computation over unstructured data. Having the entire
data stream present in magic memory models perfect stream
prefetching (this is an option when security is not an issue).

5.2

Application Case Studies

We evaluate our system over three applications that process unstructured data given user search/filter critiera (ordered from least complex to most complex).

5.2.1

Document Matching

The first application (DocDist) compares documents for
similarity. It takes a private set of document features fu
and a private distance metric from the user, and returns
the documents whose features have the shortest distance
to fu . We show results for a corpus of several thousand
wikinews pages [1] (which vary in length between 350 Bytes
and 205 KB).
Docdist was designed to be minimalist and to be as sensitive to ST REAMint as possible.

5.2.2

DNA Sequence Matching

The second application is DNA sequence matching
(DNA), which takes the user’s private query and returns
the public DNA sequences that share the longest common
substring with the user query.9 We use DNA sequences from
human and chimp chromosomes (6 million nucleotides in total, randomly broken into segments of length from 1K to
10K).

5.2.3

Content-Based Image Retrieval

Our third application is the content-based image retrieval
(CBIR) application, which takes a (private) image specified
by the user and returns a set of images that are most similar
to the user image. The CBIR algorithm extracts SIFT features [24] for images, quantizes those features into a bag of
words representation, and then compares each bag of words
to a reference image (processed in the same way) for similarity [32, 10]. One example application is watermarking: for
our evaluation we compare a secret 100 × 100 pixel watermark with 300 other images (varying in size between 6 KB
and 30 KB) from the Caltech101 dataset [12]. We were constrained to this number and size of images due to simulation
time constraints.

5.3
9

Performance Study

The algorithm described here also works for general strings.

In this section, we evaluate Stream-Ascend under different
parameter settings. For each experiment, the input data
is at least several mega bytes (see Table 1). Though this
is much smaller than the input data in a real streaming
application (which can be hundreds of terabytes), we believe
it is enough to provide interesting results because Ascend’s
on-chip cache size is only 1 mega byte: much smaller than
input data size.
In our experiments, we set the number of returned records
M = 1. We have run experiments with varying M ; however,
results are insensitive to M since the working set only increases slightly with increasing M . We vary record size in
one experiment (cf. Section 5.3.4).

5.3.1

Software Buffer Size

Figure 4 shows the drop rate of Stream-Ascend with different software buffer (cf. Section 4.2) sizes and ST REAMint .
Given a certain buffer size (which corresponds to a single
curve in the figure), Stream-Ascend starts to drop records
when ST REAMint is smaller than T HRESHint .10 For
all benchmarks, T HRESHint decreases for larger software
buffers. This is because larger buffers can tolerate more variance in the input stream, so ST REAMint can be set closer
to the optimal value. Thre are diminishing returns after the
software buffer is large enough.
When ST REAMint is smaller than T HRESHint , drop
rate increases almost linearly with respect to ST REAMint .
Drop rate will be 100% when ST REAMint goes down to
0. This corresponds to the case where data rushes into
Stream-Ascend so fast that there is no time to process a
single record.
For different applications, T HRESHint is also different.
For example, CBIR requires much more computation than
DocDist for the same input data size, so ST REAMint is
also higher to match the CPU processing speed.

5.3.2

Infinite Software Buffer

To have a better understanding of the software buffer in
Stream-Ascend, Figure 5 shows the performance of each
application when the software buffer has a infinite size.11
The y-axis shows the performance in terms of average number of cycles to process a single word, and the x-axis is
ST REAMint . In this case, we won’t drop records due to
rate matching problems: there will always be space in the
buffer for data to stream in.
If ST REAMint > T HRESHint , performance degrades
linearly with respect to ST REAMint . In this region, the
application thread is consistently waiting for the Input
thread. So the input rate becomes the bottleneck of the system. Since each record is immediately processed after it is
streamed in, the software buffer is always empty. Thus, even
if the capacity of software buffer is finite, Stream-Ascend still
drops no records.
If ST REAMint < T HRESHint , performance stays almost constant for a large region. When ST REAMint is
even smaller, input data accumulates in the software buffer
which eventually becomes larger than the on-chip cache and
is evicted to the ORAM. As a result, the application needs
to access the ORAM more in order to pull this data back
10

Recall that T HRESHint is the minimum ST REAMint
such that record loss is > 0%; see Section 4.6.
11
That is, the software buffer size is larger than the input
data size. This is achieved by having a large free list (Section 4.2).

Benchmark
Doc Dist
DNA
Img

ST REAMint
1580
40.9 ×103
87.2 ×103

Table 2: ST REAMint for each benchmark. Methods
in Section 4.6 are used to compute ST REAMint (10%
safety margin assumed).
Benchmark
Doc Dist
DNA
Img

Oracle-Ascend
<0.1%
<0.1%
2.6%

Stream-Ascend
32.6%
11%
13.5%

Table 3:
Performance degradation of StreamAscend and Oracle-Ascend with respect to OracleBaseline.
to the chip to process them. Performance is thus degraded
since ORAM operations are expensive. This is obvious for
DocDist in Figure 5(a). This effect is less pronounced with
CBIR and DNA because those benchmarks are compute
bound. That is, the time spent performing computation onchip dominates the time spent waiting for ORAM, making
performance insensitive to ORAM latency.
The observation above indicates that even if the total
streaming data fits in ORAM, it is better not to set the
ST REAMint too small. The best performance will be
achieved when input rate and processing rate match.

5.3.3

Determining ST REAMint
In a real implementation of Stream-Ascend with a finite software buffer, we need to keep ST REAMint larger
than T HRESHint to achieve zero drop rate. Higher
ST REAMint will degrade the system performance linearly.
Based on the methods in Section 4.6, the ST REAMint of
each application is set to be the numbers in Table 2. The
sampled data has the same distribution as the streaming
data. And we add a 10% safety margin to each application
to decrease the likelihood of dropping records.
Under these ST REAMint values, Table 3 shows the endto-end performance of Stream-Ascend and Oracle-Ascend, in
terms of slowdown with respect to Oracle-Baseline. The performance degradation of Oracle-Ascend shows the overhead
of using ORAM. Since ORAM is rarely accessed with OracleAscend (Oracle-Ascend rate matches perfectly), overhead
due to ORAM is small for all benchmarks. Stream-Ascend’s
overhead comes from using ORAM, having a conservative
ST REAMint and from having a second thread (the input
thread) running alongside the application. DocDist has the
highest overhead because DocDist’s ST REAMint is much
smaller than that of the other two benchmarks. The input
thread therefore needs to perform more work per unit time,
making its overhead more pronounced.
5.3.4

Sensitivity Study

An important insight of Stream-Ascend is that if data
records all fit in the on-chip cache, then ORAM does not
need to be frequently accessed. For all the experiments
above, data records and working set are smaller than the
cache size. In this section, we study the sensitivity of performance to record size and ORAM latency.
Record Size
Figure 6 shows the performance change by sweeping in-
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1 MB cache size assumed.
ORAM Latency
Figure 7 shows the performance of the DocDist benchmark for two different ORAMs. The ORAM design of [31]
(denoted as slow ORAM in the figure) is compared to Path

When working set fits in the on-chip cache, StreamAscend completely removes the ORAM bottleneck. So performance does not degrade even if the ORAM is much
slower. This fact makes Stream-Ascend very practical since
it does not require much from the ORAM subsystem.
When the working set does not fit in cache, performance
starts to degrade. However, Stream-Ascend is powerful
enough that it can handle this case gracefully especially
when Path ORAM is used.

6.

CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated how to perform low-overhead PIR
computation on streams of public data using a secure coprocessor that blocks software attacks. The proposed architecture, Stream-Ascend, is able to run complex user

queries with small performance overhead. In three typical
benchmarks, we show that the total performance overhead
from our system is less than 32.6% relative to an idealized
baseline—indicating that private information retrieval is viable in certain large-scale data mining settings.
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APPENDIX
A.

PATH ORAM

Path ORAM organizes the physical (external) memory as
a binary tree (Figure 8), where each node is a bucket that
can hold up to Z data blocks (a block is a cache line in our
setting). If a bucket has less than Z blocks, the remaining space is filled with dummy blocks. The root of the tree
is referred to as level 0, and the leaves as level L. All the
blocks are encrypted with randomized encryption. To access
the external ORAM tree, Path ORAM has an ORAM interface which is implemented inside Ascend using trusted logic
and is analogous to a normal processor’s memory controller.
The ORAM interface is made up of two main structures,
a position map and a local cache.12 The position map is a
lookup table that associates each data block with a leaf in
the ORAM tree. The local cache is a memory that stores
up to a small number of data blocks (we assume ∼ 100) at
a time.
At any time, each data block in the Path ORAM is
mapped (randomly) to one of the 2L leaves in the ORAM
tree via the position map. Path ORAM maintains the following invariant: if data block b is currently mapped to leaf
l, then b must be stored either (a) on the path from the root
to leaf l, or (b) in the local cache (see Figure 8). The steps
to access a block b in Path ORAM are as follows:
12

“Local cache” is ORAM terminology, not to be confused
with on-chip processor caches.
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Figure 8: A Path ORAM for L = 3 levels. Numbers indicate the steps (from Section 3.2) to access
a block mapped to leaf l = 6.
1. Look up the position map with block b’s virtual address,
yielding the corresponding leaf label l.
2. Read all the buckets along the path to leaf l. Decrypt
all blocks within Ascend and add them to the local
cache if they are real (i.e., not dummy) blocks.
3. Return b to Ascend’s pipeline on a read or update b on
a write.
4. Assign a new random leaf l0 to b (update the position
map).
5. Evict and encrypt as many blocks from the local cache
to buckets from the root to leaf l. Fill any remaining
space on the path with dummy blocks.
In Step 4, a block is randomly remapped to a new leaf
whenever it is accessed. This is the key to Path ORAM’s
security: it guarantees that a random path is read and written on every access regardless of the requested address sequence. The path read and write (step 2 and 5) should be
done in a data-independent way (e.g. from the root to the
leaf).
The position map is usually too large for a processor’s
on-chip storage, so Batch-Ascend [14] implements a hierarchical Path ORAM. In a 2-level hierarchical Path ORAM,
for instance, the original position map is stored in a second
ORAM, and the second ORAM’s position map is stored on
chip. The above trick can be repeated, i.e., adding more levels of ORAMs to further reduce the final position map size
at the expense of increased latency. [14] assumed a path
ORAM latency of 5880 cycles. [28] proposed several optimizations to Path ORAM, and improved the performance
to 3752 cycles.
In Path ORAM, there is a notion of ORAM failure which
means the overflow of local cache. Though the lower bound
of ORAM failure rate has not been published yet, it is not a
problem in Ascend because of the background eviction technique. Interested readers can refer to [28] for more details.

